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FRANKLIN COLLEGE’s Baseball team has won six straight games, a feat not previously achieved by Franklin. The victory over the University of Pennsylvania was particularly significant because the game was held in Philadelphia, where the team was not expected to perform well. The team has moved up in the National League rankings, and their next challenge is against the University of Chicago, who are considered one of the top teams in the country.

Bobcat Nine and Track Cluster.

Open 1934 Home Season Saturday.

In Contests at Bates Field.

Dual Meet With Northern Promises To Be Close.

HUSKIES STRONG IN NUMEROUS EVENTS.

A strong Bates track team will meet with Northern Promises in a dual meet at Bates Field on Saturday afternoon. Bates has scored consistently high in recent meets and is expected to challenge Northern Promises, who are also a strong team. The meet is scheduled to start at 2:00 p.m. and is open to the public.

GAME TO DEDICATE NEW BATES DIAMOND.

The stadium "The Diamond," will be dedicated on Saturday afternoon in a special program. The dedication ceremony will include speeches by prominent figures, including the mayor of Lewiston and the governor of Maine. The stadium is a significant addition to Bates’ athletic facilities and will host a variety of events, including track meets, concerts, and graduation ceremonies.

Nazis Burn Books Used in Bates Classes.

Included in the list of authors whose books were burned is Dr. Thomas Mann, brilliant author who wrote "Buddenbrooks" and "The Magic Mountain." The book was taken nearly a year ago.

Isidore Arik ’34 Has Letter From Dr. Thomas Mann.

Coiled German Author Writes In Answer To Query.

In a letter to Bates student Isidore Arik, Dr. Thomas Mann, German author, expresses his appreciation for the student’s letter. The letter is an example of the interaction between Bates students and prominent writers, highlighting the university’s cultural and intellectual atmosphere.

Bates Musicians Appear At Colby.

At Colby college last Friday evening, the Bates College Glee Club and Orchestra performed a concert under the direction of Dr. A. X. Henry. The program included a variety of musical works, showcasing the talent of the Bates students. Following the concert, there were campus illuminations and serenade by the Bates Tenor Quartet, adding to the festive atmosphere.

League Announces Schedule.

At the recent conference of the league, the schedule for the current season was announced. The league comprises a number of prestigious universities, and the matches are highly competitive. The schedule will be updated regularly to reflect any changes or adjustments.

Players Present Feature Drama.

By George Brand.

League of the Drama and Fellowship of the Sword, two prestigious organizations at Bates College, will present a feature drama together. The collaboration between these organizations is a testament to the strong sense of community and shared interests among the students.

 airplanes have been on Dillinger's trail, and in fact over a man in Chicago was made of two men who were supposed to be at the airport in-aid of Dillinger. The man was identified as a member of the Blue Bandit Gang, and the circumstances suggest a connection between the two events.
Editor


SHALL WE FIGHT?

No doubt shall ring the banquet hall of Sweden, no more doubt the words shall ring out with hearts that beat with beauty and a mind that will not flinch. Present to mind a banquet hall with the crack of arms, the clashing of steel, the whooping of the battering ram. Present to mind the crack of arms, the clashing of steel, the whooping of the battering ram. The banquet hall shall ring with the words, "We shall not fight!"

"Shall we fight?"

The words shall ring out with the crack of arms, the clashing of steel, the whooping of the battering ram. The banquet hall shall ring with the words, "We shall not fight!"

The hills are safe, the battle is over, the war is ended. The banquet hall shall ring with the words, "We shall not fight!"

Are you A KEY JUGGLER?

Watch out for the signs of jangled nerves

You've noticed other people's nervous habits—wondered probably why such people didn't learn to control themselves.

But have you ever stopped to think that you, too, have jangled nerves? The key jangle or jingle are you. Not more important than those habit ants are a sign of jangled nerves. And jangled nerves are the signal to stop and check up on yourself.

Get enough sleep—fresh air and exercise and watch your smoking. Remember, you can always smoke the last cigarette as you want. Their costlier tobaccos never jangle the nerves.

CANDID

Complaining is a duty. Which never can be done. And loyalty we'd do it while we may. Your depressive health will live us a weary men. And we'll come back for more, day after day.

Your peculiar petition. Now recently extant. Here rejoice that are smudging corn. If these apology speeches. We're continuously lashed. This shall we've had would clearly be a jingle. Those satisfactorial blunders. Are womanly inflicted.

When jewelry and blairs are involved. Ponderful and Anderson. New very soon shall find. This shall have never yet been solved. Those prophetic wanderers. We think are pretty good. To bring the missing behold hard. But we sometimes have to wonder how it would have been.

The typifying Roosevelt's a kleptomaniac.

We take this opportunity to thank them. Their discoveries. The little pocket of those. What is it? Written Noetie to. Written Noterie o. change.

You've noticed other people's nervous habits and wondered probably why such people didn't learn to control themselves.

But have you ever stopped to think that you, too, have jangled nerves? The key jangle or jingle are you? Not more important than those habit ants are a sign of jangled nerves. And jangled nerves are the signal to stop and check up on yourself.

Get enough sleep—fresh air and exercise and watch your smoking. Remember, you can always smoke the last cigarette as you want. Their costlier tobaccos never jangle the nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOs

Average price MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOs than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT... THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
The clean Center Leaves 
are the mildest leaves
They Taste Better!
OUTING CLUB SENDS DELEGATES
TO THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE

President Samuel Fuller, Ruth Frye, and Carl M. May Plan to Attend Meeting At
Camp Wawona, New Hampshire

Garnet Golfers
Play At Tournay
Gross, Clifford, and A. Palmer Represent College

At a special meeting of the Board of Trustees of the college, it was decided that the Garnet golfers would play in the annual intercollegiate tournament, which will be held in early May. The club hopes to send several of its members to the event, and has already begun to make preparations for the trip.

College News Briefs

Butler, retired head or the marines. Security, such a schedule would add money on account of rain and it makes one cost of transport to the school. All the oilier Maine college in winter sports in 1924 and 1925. He was an exceptionally Placid. Only a little while ago he finished his 7th movie for the Scotch 78. The film is now being released to the public.

A COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Allen Drug Stores

The way tobacco is cut has a lot to do with the way Chesterfield burns and tastes.

There are many different ways of cutting tobacco. A long time ago, it used to be cut on what was known as a Pea Cutter, but it's name was changed because it was found that the way the tobacco was cut and how it was cut in long shreds.

The tobacco in Chesterfield is cut right—you can judge for yourself how Chesterfield burns and how it tastes.